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Whirl 

 It became a recurring event—the water brushing against my deeply soiled, cold 

face compared nothing short of ordinary. It became almost like a home. The light shining 

through the rectangular door that spotlighted the white walls and shelves only existed for 

a moment. In those few minutes, a forceful, yet gentle hand sweeps and straps everyone 

in for the ride. A child’s laughter responding from a dog’s bark and a man and a woman’s 

exchanging of words are faintly heard from the distance. The woman seemed closer, but 

the words start to jumble as it became difficult to hear over the water running. At this 

point, my brothers with their spiky, filthy hair all lined up with the rest of the boys noisily 

chanting in excitement. I, on the other hand, one of the youngest members, sat quietly 

taint inside my cell and closed my eyes as the rest of my family gossiped and chattered 

about the child’s obnoxious behavior and neglecting treatment towards the nutrition they 

offered before him.  

 “Did you see how he dropped the poor girl for the beastly creature to attack?!” 

exclaimed mother. I for one grew accustomed to it at this point. I felt the filth building 

more and more upon my surface that the moment that appeared to be a few minutes 

quickly turned to what seemed like hours. Impatience started to build up inside as I 

awaited for the large door to close giving the abrupt fading of the light--essentially 

transitioning to utter complete darkness. Darkness became a symbol of calmness. When it 



was dark, the endless chatters ceased and creases from the door let in the slightest chance 

of light creating silhouettes of the boy’s hair. We patiently waited as we hear the buttons 

beep, the insides gurgle and twist, and the short thunderous shake from underneath. This 

soon turned into everyone basking in the ambience of the sweet smell of flowery 

satisfaction signifying the anticipation of the gentle water to cleanse our bodies. It 

became my most favorite place in the world. Every filthy use became an anticipation of 

this moment. I felt a sudden splurge of energy mixed with peacefulness build up inside 

me. As the water stopped and the door opening releasing us to the light, the luminous 

glow shined greatly respectively granting me the shine I acquire. The best part is, the 

food I must carry every day into the child’s mouth means I get to strap in, whirl, and get 

to do it all over again.   

  

 


